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IJHI focuses on the role of the hybrid intelligence paradigm in
the modern context of rapidly evolving technologies. Hybrid
intelligent systems research aims to develop state-of-the-art
devices for implementing efficient hybrid intelligent algorithms
for pattern recognition, sensors and networks, social
networks and computational intelligence. It also aims to
foster the development of intelligent human-centric
computer interfaces in areas including portfolio
management, network security, ubiquitous computing and
cloud computing. IJHI provides comprehensive and up-todate coverage in this research field.
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Topics covered include:
• Hybrid intelligent information systems
• Quantum-inspired intelligent information
processing
• Signal processing, image processing and
pattern recognition
• Data mining, data warehousing and
bioinformatics
• Information security, network security and
steganography
• Sensor networks
• Grid, cloud and high-speed/performance
computing
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• Microwave IC, antennas and
wave propagation
• VLSI, embedded systems and hardware
design/implementation
• Social networks
• Industrial control and monitoring
• Mobile computing
• Virtual reality and augmented reality
• Internet of Things and big data analytics
• Portfolio management
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